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It's time to take back
control of your tech!



The straight up issues we have with
smart phones, social media &

technology right now

It's not your fault, but it is
your problem to fix!

PART 1
 



Very few APPS

In 2009 0.118 million, in 2022
5.4 million

No Social Media

Not on your IPhone at this point.
And social media on laptops
was only slowly emerging

Your one stop shop

For calls, texts, music & photosLet me take
you back
to 2007

when the
IPHONE

LAUNCHED!



Information overload

"The average person takes in more information in
a month than the average person did in a lifetime
a hundred years ago" & 174 newspapers more a

day (from 1986 to 2011)

THE MAIN problems
Designed to be addictive

The "pocket slot machine" wants you to
spend as much time on it as possible. 
(this includes gaming, social media,

Whatsaap etc. as well)

It IS addictive!

"Addiction is never getting enough of what
you don't really want"

It has crept up soooo slowly

The normalisation of the accumulation of
changes that has slipped under our radar.
AND research on impact is years behind

Social Media V Classic Media

The psychological impact of this difference
is profound, yet no one is talking about it

Dopamine generation

Dopamine highs, lows, withdrawals,
searching for more & behaviours associated

with these



We have forgotten how to live
without it

It's actually staggering how different we live
from not that long ago

THE MAIN problems
We are more reliant on them than

ever before

Clock, music, camera, map, banking, utilities.

Technology is a hormone disruptor

Holding them, on our bodies, the WIFI, the
information we take in, the reaction and

withdrawals from them - they all impact our
endocrine system and more.

Digital dementia

Now a recognised medical condition. Parts
of our brains are simply switching off.
Recalling information is much harder.

It is way harder to be unplugged &
switch off properly

Mornings, evenings, weekends, holidays;
used to be proper switch off times. 
Hybrid and Covid impacts are huge.

We are constantly interrupted

It impacts productivity, relaxation, home life,
relationships, mood, mental health



It impacts so many relationships

Marriages affected; lack of true connection, less
intimacy, temptation, distractions.

Child-parent relationships; parents have no
control what they are taking in, kids connected to

so many people

THE MAIN problems
We see so many images of others

But we look at these and make up an entire
story of how people must be thinking / living.

We know so much about what
others do

What people eat, where they spend their
weekends, how their home is decorated,

their children, their parents, their friends - it's
eating our limited headspace.

It heightens the world around us

That means our reality can seem boring,
plain, wrong, something's missing.

It is screwing up our kids

Mental health rates, self-harming rates, anxiety,
depression,  confidence issues, ability to cope

with life's difficulties, suicide - all soaring.

Neuro-diversity

Is technology heightening their sensitive
brains?  Impacting the way we process

things? Wiring brains more?



We think we are relaxing but we are
stimulating our brains

Aimlessly scrolling with a glass of wine may
seem like a wind down but it's mostly the

opposite!

THE MAIN problems
Kids are losing valuable life skills

Communication, focus, productivity, boredom,
relaxation, what to do in a crisis, how to deal with

discomfort and compromise, coping alone,
patience etc.

It wires our brains

"Teenagers who spend five hours a day or more on
electronic devices, including phones, are 71% more likely
to suffer suicidal thoughts and 51% more likely to get less

than seven hours of sleep a night"

Less mindfulness

Being fully engaged, being aware of what is in
your present surroundings, who you are with.

Shiny new object syndrome

New things, more new things, quick things,
latest this, they've got that, it is rife.

Quick fix, quick find, "quick"

This generations need for quickness is the
cause of so many problems.



Want & happiness destruction link

The "want" of something, usually creates a
feeling of lack and unhappiness. Are the
WANT generation a more miserable one?

THE MAIN problems
Profit cost

All the tech companies are all about profit -
not thinking (and caring?) about the impact .

Life has got way more confusing

One client, 4 kids, 3 schools, 15 different
APPS! Communication: Whatsaap, Text, FB

Messenger, DMs - we often can't find or
remember the info we need

Temptation calls you in

When tech is there we are tempted. Even
just having your phone near and off, still

impacts focus & productivity

Second guessing / self-doubt

Comparison, fear of judgment, fear of
shame, fear of 'getting it wrong", FOMO.

Losing our ability to read details

Headlines, captions, snap shots; it all means
reading the detail can feel alien or be

harder to take in.



Emotion / problem pacifier

When people don't deal with their emotions
and problems and 'escape', it will show up

further down the line

THE MAIN problems
Utter marketing frazzle

20 years ago, needed to see something 7
times before engaging / buying, in 2019, 187

Consumers & Businesses
overloaded

A lose-lose scenario where everyone is
literally going mad! 

247 unnecessary updates

The need to know now, access to new
information every 10 minutes, it keeps us
going back for more with the "I wonder"

addiction

Lose time

Technology rabbit holes can mean people
lose hours (often unintentionally!) each day.

It feels weird without it

As with all learned habits, we feel that
something is missing when we take it away.

So we revert back



When you're in it you don't see it

We are more judgemental of others than we
are of our own tech use

THE MAIN problems
Adverts on a biblical scale!

Game Boy advert in 1992, TV, cinema,
magazine, bus, bill board. Limited

bombardment!

New tech traps all the time

There will be a new, big dopamine hit with
something; new "Bees to the honey pot"

Time spent on tech is going up

"I didn't come on this planet to spend 6 hours
a day on my phone!"

Divert to real problems?

It takes our focus and attention away

It controls us way more than we
realise

Because there are many positives, they are
very useful and we 'need' them so much.

Hard to escape



MIND DUMP TIME! 
 

What are your biggest
 SOCIAL MEDIA,

SMARTPHONE and 
technology issues?

Take some time to think about your own challenges and bug bears regarding
smart phones, social media, general technology etc. 


